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Surrey Place Centre:
Who We Are
Our Mission

Surrey Place Centre
exists to enable
individuals with
developmental
disabilities to
maximize abilities
and enhance health
and well being.
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Our Vision
Living Your Potential – All Your Life!
Enabling full participation for people
with developmental disabilities and/
or autism spectrum disorders.
We achieve our mission and vision
through:
• Innovation and Responsiveness
• Community Collaboration
• Inspired Leadership
• Service Excellence
• Capacity Building Through
Education, Training and Research
The professionals working at Surrey
Place Centre offer support to families
and caregivers from before a child
is born, right into adulthood. On
any given day, the Centre is filled
with a variety of specialized clinical
staff who are supporting our clients
achieve their potential. For example:
- Service Coordinators are helping
parents identify the best programs
and services to help a child with a
developmental disability.
- Audiologists are testing hearing
and identifying problems that may
be affecting behaviour.

- Speech Language Pathologists
are giving children a voice, some
for the very first time.
- Behaviour Therapists are
calming the difficult behaviours of
children with autism, and helping
to better integrate them into their
communities.
- Occupational Therapists are
helping school-aged children
participate more effectively in their
classrooms.
- Counselors are working with
adults with developmental disabilities to help them gain the skills
they need to live their best lives.
- Developmental Therapists are
helping ensure that children
are meeting the developmental
milestones that are right for them.
- Physicians and nurses are
assessing and treating medical
problems that could affect quality
of life for clients of every age.
- Psychologists are assessing
and providing treatment for the
clinical needs of people living with
developmental disabilities.
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Filling Voids Through
Innovative Programs
and Services
The Role
Surrey Place
Centre Plays

From a mother holding her new baby,
to an adult trying to make his or her
way in the world, Surrey Place Centre
is here to help support people living
with developmental disabilities.
By identifying gaps in service for
infants, children and adults, the
Centre’s programs and services help
to transform the lives of each of our

clients and provide support to their
families and caregivers.
With the support of Surrey Place
Centre clinical staff, children
are learning to walk and talk;
adolescents are thriving in their
school environments; and adults are
living fulfilling, independent lives.

Imagine how
many more
lives could be
changed in the
next 50 years.
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A Place
to Belong
Helen
& Antonio

Discovering that your newborn son has a developmental disability can be
overwhelming for parents. Thankfully, Helen and her husband Greg were able
to get help from Surrey Place Centre right after learning that their son Antonio
had Down syndrome. When Antonio was only two weeks old, a nurse from the
Centre visited Helen, Greg and big sister Marinella in their home. They received
answers to their questions and were provided with the information they
needed to move ahead.
Soon after, Helen started attending the signing and music groups at Surrey
Place Centre. By attending the groups Helen received more insights into how to
best stimulate and support her son’s development. She also received something
else: a new community of friends who knew exactly what she was going
through. This new network embraced Helen, Greg, Marinella and Antonio and
were there when she needed to reach out for support.
“Everyone we have ever met at Surrey Place Centre, regardless of their role, have
become like extended family to us,” says Helen. “If we missed a week of music
group everyone would be asking where we were. They were all so welcoming.”
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Helen, Greg and their family were so thankful for the support that they
received at Surrey Place Centre, that they decided to create an annual Toy
Drive that would help to spread holiday cheer to the other families of Surrey
Place Centre. In 2010, $9,000 was raised, and more than seventy-five toys were
collected and handed out to fifty-two families who receive services from Surrey
Place Centre. Helen, Greg and their family are planning to expand this effort in
2011, with a goal of reaching even more clients. “We are happy to help families
to lessen financial burdens. Our goal is to help put more smiles on the faces of
clients of Surrey Place Centre.”

Surrey Place Centre is
proud to have provided
services and supports to over
4000 clients and over 3500
families this year.
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Susy & Piero
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Susy first brought her son Piero
into Surrey Place Centre when he
was 20 months old. She had been
noticing some differences between
his development and that of his older
sister’s. Although doctors assured
her that boys were different, she
knew there were some significant
milestones that her son was not
meeting. After his intake at Surrey
Place Centre, Piero was diagnosed
with developmental delay and was
started in speech and occupational
therapy.
When he first started therapy,
Piero was using only a few words to
communicate. Susy enrolled him in
the sign language course, and for the
first time an important door opened
for him— his mom could finally
understand what he was saying! At
age five Piero was still non-verbal and
was referred to the Augmentative
Communication and Writing Aids
Program (ACWA) at Surrey Place
Centre. It was through the ACWA
Program that Susy learned about an

important speech-generating device
called the SpringBoard Lite that
could help Piero communicate even
better.
After the ACWA team completed an
assessment and the family trialed the
device at home for a few weeks, they
decided to lease the SpringBoard
Lite on an ongoing basis. Surrey
Place Centre clinicians even went
to Piero’s school to help his teacher
understand how the device worked.
And soon, another important door
opened: Piero was able to better
communicate with those around
him.
Piero is still using his SpringBoard
Lite today thanks to the support
he and his family received from
the Centre, and in the future he
may transition to a more advanced
speech-generating device which
would offer even more options for
his communication development.
“In the future, we will continue to
incorporate programs onto his device

that will suit his school curriculum
and make his life easier,” says Susy.
Susy is so proud of how far her son
has come and treasures the help that
Surrey Place Centre has offered her
family. She is still on the Centre’s
roster as a parent and continues
to get in touch whenever she has
questions about Piero’s development.

“I think it is important to let parents
know how many different avenues
are available to children who have
developmental disabilities, just to give
them some hope,” says Susy. “I believe
in miracles and Surrey Place Centre is
one of our miracles.”

Every day
another miracle
happens at
Surrey Place
Centre.
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Independent
Living
Pierrette
& Sarah

When Pierrette became a parent
in 2006, she was referred to the
Parenting Enhancement Program
(PEP) at Surrey Place Centre because
of her developmental disability.
During her involvement with PEP
she was also identified with having
a dual diagnosis. As a first time
parent, Pierrette had difficulty
making formula and interacting with
her daughter Sarah. A PEP therapist
visited her weekly in her home and
helped her to gain the child care
skills she needed in order to parent
her three month old daughter.
PEP continued to provide Pierrette
and her family assistance by
accessing services, helping them
interpret information, and acting
as a liaison with her extensive
support system. PEP therapists
also acknowledged Pierrette’s
capabilities as a parent and ensured
she remained on track with providing
the best possible environment for her
daughter.
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Today, Sarah is five years of age and
doing well. She enjoys seeing the PEP
therapist who regularly comes to
her home. In addition to the initial
feeding issues, the Centre has also
assisted Pierrette in helping Sarah
with walking, talking, behavior
management, and potty-training
as well as providing on-going
developmental assessments. With
their help, Pierrette has also gained
confidence as a parent that she might
not have had otherwise.
“I would have been a lot more
confused without this help,” Pierrette
says. “And I know that it has helped
Sarah develop better.” To other
parents with similar issues, Pierrette
says: “Go to the PEP Program at
Surrey Place Centre. Get as much
help as you can!”

A little help can go a long way
in the life of a person with a
developmental disability.
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Family
Cohesion
Christiana
& Reichman
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Christiana and Prosper’s son
Reichman was diagnosed with
autism when he was two and a half
years old. At four years of age when
he was about to enter kindergarten,
he started to receive services at
Surrey Place Centre. His parents’
main concerns were that he was
communicating mostly through
gesturing or pulling his parents
towards what he wanted. He was
also displaying erratic behaviours
such as crying for no apparent
reason and jumping up and down
repeatedly. They were also concerned
as they felt that he was isolating
himself from the family.
Reichman began Intensive
Behavioural Intervention (IBI) at
the Surrey Place Centre Toronto
Partnership for Autism Services
(TPAS) and the first changes that
Christiana and Prosper noticed
were his verbal skills—he started
to communicate consistently using
single words and gestures. He would
also sit for longer periods of time. As
time went by, they were thrilled to
hear their son stringing two or three

words together. After a year in the IBI
Program, Reichman transitioned into
the school stream program where he
attends half of the day at school and
the other half of the day at Surrey
Place Centre. At this time he started
to display more independence in
daily routines and was doing things
such as feeding himself more often.
Christiana knew that what the
Surrey Place Centre TPAS therapists
were doing was working. She would
replicate the strategies used at Surrey
Place Centre TPAS at home and also
sent information to his school to
suggest approaches that Reichman’s
teachers could try. “When he started
the program I got involved as much
as I could,” says Christiana. “I knew
that by working together, we could be
much more successful with the goals
we set.”
Surrey Place Centre has made a
positive impact on Reichman’s
acquisition of skills and in particular
his interactions within the family.
There was a time when he used to
isolate himself from his parents

and three siblings, but he has finally
become closer with his family. “His
improved verbal communication is
enormous,” Christiana says. “He used
to cry when he did not know what to
say and as a parent, this can make
you frustrated. Now, he can tell me
what he wants. He also plays well
with his siblings, and he no longer
pushes them to initiate play.”

Christiana and Prosper could not be
happier to have their son interacting
well with his siblings, and say that
he loves the time he spends at Surrey
Place Centre. “The days he does not
see his therapist he is actually crying
about it,” she says. “He really loves the
people at Surrey Place Centre and I
think they love him too!”

We are bringing
families together
through successful
treatment.
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Catherine Low,
Surrey Place Centre
Student Placement

Catherine Low is a student in the University of Toronto’s Speech Language
Pathology Program. She was excited to learn that she would be coming
to Surrey Place Centre for her first student placement. During her time at
the Centre, she worked mainly with assessing adults and identifying ways
to enhance their communication skills. “My background was with stroke
survivors,” Catherine says. “So working with adults who have a developmental
disability has helped to broaden my perspective.”
Catherine also had the chance to provide individual therapy for a client with
Aspergers syndrome, volunteer with the Surrey Place Centre Symphonic
Passion Choir and spend time working with the audiologist and gaining
confidence in her own skills. To get a sense of the other professionals who work
at Surrey Place Centre, she also conducted a series of interviews with clinical
staff. “All the staff at Surrey Place Centre are so encouraging,” Catherine says.
“They really want you to get in there and learn.”
Catherine enjoyed the flexibility of her student placement at Surrey Place
Centre and had the opportunity to observe the wide range of abilities among
the clients she interacted with during her time at the Centre. She will take
the experience she gained working with people living with developmental
disabilities and apply her increased knowledge to her future work. She loves
the way that Surrey Place Centre clients can take ownership of their care. If
she was a client or a parent receiving services, Catherine says she would feel
very supported walking into Surrey Place Centre. “The Centre understands the
clients they support and they put their needs first,” she says.
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We are helping to
train the clinical
staff of tomorrow.
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Community
Partnership:
Autism Treatment Network

children and adolescents affected by
autism. The Toronto site of the ATN
is one of only two sites in Canada and
is composed of Holland Bloorview
Kids Rehabilitation Hospital,
Hospital for Sick Children and Surrey
Place Centre. Surrey Place Centre
operates as the Clinical Hub for the
Toronto ATN.
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Surrey Place Centre is proud to be
a part of the Autism Treatment
Network (ATN)—a ground-breaking
network of hospitals, physicians,
researchers and families at eighteen
sites across the United States and
Canada. Together, we are working
to develop the most effective
approaches to medical care for

Following a diagnosis of Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) at one of
the ATN involved clinics, interested
families are referred to the ATN
Clinical Hub where each child is
given the necessary assessments to
complete the ATN protocol. A nurse
is assigned to each family in order
to help them with health-related
issues and with navigating the
system to access service. As well as
maintaining the highest standards
of medical care, ATN experts carryout innovative research in an effort
to develop more effective treatment
standards for the wider community.

Bringing firsthand learning
and expertise to
the treatment
of children
with autism.

Dr. Alvin Loh:
ATN Clinical Hub

Dr. Alvin Loh is part of the team
that heads up the work being done
at the ATN Clinical Hub at Surrey
Place Centre. The team includes two
nurse co-ordinators and a nurse
practitioner along with the ATN
Site Coordinator and three research
coordinators. Dr. Loh sees the
Clinical Hub as complementing the
services that exist at other centers
and hospitals in our area, and feels that through innovative assessment and
treatment, they have been responsible for improving life for many children who
have been diagnosed with autism. “For example,” says Dr. Loh, “if a child has
aggressive behaviour and is non-verbal, we can investigate to see if the child
has another medical disorder that is causing the behaviour, and by treating
this issue we can greatly improve the quality of life for the child.”
The ATN is working towards publishing a set of Clinical Guidelines that
answer many of the questions that physicians and parents might have after
a child is diagnosed, such as what medical testing would be helpful, how to
manage sleep problems, constipation and toileting. This information would
then be distributed to General Paediatricians, Family Doctors and other health
care providers in an effort to improve the care that is offered to young people
with autism. Along with other physicians from Holland Bloorview Kids Rehab
and SickKids, he has also been involved with informative symposiums and
conferences about the care of autistic children for physicians and parents, as
well as on-going research projects that will answer some important questions
about the disorder.
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Financials

Our Expenditures
over the past 3 years

$32,714,976
2008-2009

$33,837,065
2009-2010

$34,425,334
2010-2011

Our Revenue in 2010-2011
Ministry of Children
& Youth Services 61%
Donated Services 2%
Ministry of Health and
Long Term Care 1%
Ministry of Community
& Social Services 32%

Grants 1%
Amortization of deferred contribution
and other cost recoveries 2%
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Surrey Place Centre’s total revenue
from the fiscal year 2010-2011, ending
March 31, 2011, was $34,425,334.
Financial information is drawn from
the Surrey Place Centre Financial
Statements for April 2010-March
2011 which were audited by Grant
Thornton.

City of Toronto Preschool Speech
and Language Services 1%

For access to the full audited
Financial Statements for Surrey Place
Centre and the Foundation, please
e-mail us at info@surreyplace.on.ca
or call (416) 925-5141.

Valued
Contributors

Without the on-going commitment
from our community, Surrey Place
Centre would not be able to continue
to execute programs that enhance
the lives of people living with
developmental disabilities and their
families.
The following list of individuals and
organizations represents those who
have set a leading example with their
support. They have helped thousands
of people live life to their full
potential this year. A warm thank
you goes out to each and every one of
these donors for their generosity.
To make a gift in support of Surrey
Place Centre, please visit our website
at www.surreyplace.on.ca or
contact the Surrey Place Charitable
Foundation by calling (416) 925-5141.

Government Funders
Ministry of Community and Social Services
Ministry of Children and Youth Services
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care
City of Toronto
Foundation Donors
and Supporters
Patrons
($5,000 - $25,000)
C&D Graphic Services Inc.
Estate of Ilonka Seder Szabolcsi
Nicholas Boothby
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
McLean Budden
Pelican Woodcliff Inc.
Rexall Foundation
Leaders
($1,000 - $5,000)
John Flannery
PKF Hill LLP, Chartered Accountants
Business Advisors
Elizabeth Scott
Rosemary Condillac
Standard Life
Nancy Freeman
Canadian Benefits Group
Suzanne Meagher
CIBC
Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial
Services Inc.
John Percy
Terri Hewitt
Clayton Hay
Ken Chan
Ontario Public Service Employees Union,
Local 511
Helen Nugusse

Maire Percy
Peter Wright
Bruce Wilson
Felix Camposano
Barry Isaacs
Paul Szikszai
William Sullivan
Michael Barrett
Greg Cochrane
Webkinz Foundation
Mark Winkler
Builder
($500 - $1,000)
Aaron Firth
Gerald Bernicky
Janet Valcourt
Sylvie Labrosse
Margaret Howard
Terry A. Pennock
Amy House
Louise Y. Ng
Patricia Green
Jeanny Scantlebury
Carol Petrenko
Dan Masse
Thomas Anczurowski
Frances Peake
Anona Zimerman
Jennifer Laidlaw
Vicky Simos
Guard-Ami Sales Ltd.
IBM Toronto Employees’ Charitable Fund
Guy Beaudin
Jeff Payne
Robert Cernobori
Thomas Cheetham
Tiziana Ciccone
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Kim Fullerton
Robert Glass
Susan Grandone
John Heng
Walter Hoe
David Howden
Marika Korossy
Powergroup Communications Inc.
Antonios Psarologos
RBC Royal Bank
Geoffrey Rytell
Jelenko Skakavac
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Supporter
($200 - $500)
Tom Cheetham
Andrea Paszti
David Clandfield
Fred Payne
Marian Pitters
Nadia Mia
Complete Electrical Services Inc.
Bill Dillane
Angela Flannery
Gisele Marier
Sembetu Nugusse
Tzegai Nugusse
Omar Osman
Patricia Paszti
Adrienne Perry
David Phipps
Chris Tolley
Corey Giovanella
Milne Valley M.S. General
Robin Brooks-Hill
Janet Graydon
Geoffrey Hall
Carolyn Lemon
Rae Roebuck
Claudio Santon
Alex Shaw
Zaeran Ramotar
Michael F. Hughes
Jo-Anne Jackson
Linda Hughes
Bruce Edwards
Subrata Banik
Mary Ann Barkin
Chris Benedetti
Donald Carr
Andriana Christodoulou
Henry D’Auchapt
Victor Infante
Jean Keen
Millard Properties Limited
Teri Nghiem
Meeta Patel
Viki Tolley
Aldene Hussett
Heidi Mitchell
Lourdes Heng
Vlad Wolanyk

Leah Georgiou
Karen White
Salina Eldon
Gerry Weinberg
Maureen Kelly
Shen-Jin Liu
Valerie Temple
Mike Shriqui
Mary Pat Armstrong
Kelly Burton
Graham Churchill
Jeremy Devereux
Ted Garner
Elliot Greenberg
Minaz Kassam
Gordon D. Kerr
Ralph Kettlewell
Ted Koromilos
Anthony Laycock
Gary Leung
Harvey Malinsky
Ted C. Mayers
Sharon McMillan
Dan Miledi
Richard Murray
Celia Rhea
Karen Sadlier-Brown
Peter Scholtz
James Scott
Al Shefsky
T&M Management
Carobeth Zorzos
Lisa Giewercer
Connie Zehr
Lois A. Gun-Munro
Monica Munoz
Denise Johnston
Kirk Poppe
Alvin Loh
Maso Importing
Vision Design & Advertising Inc.
Sally Bond
Lynda Eden
The Sanker/Raymundo Wedding Guest
Party
Samoi Said
David Williams
Action Trailer Sales Inc.
Anixter Inc.
Pat and Terry Aubichon
Victoria Bailey
Douglas Bansley
Pierre Bertrand
Kathy Black
Thomas Bowman
Kevin Brown
Craig Buss
Marcia Cardamore
Adam Carr
Jonathan Carr
Vaso Charitsis
Chia-yi Chua

Dave Cooke
Peter Cooper
Sue Cotton
Pierrette Terri Dale
Liangrui Deng
Reva Djos
Margaret Erskine
Anthony Folino
Philip Fournier
Leonard Gangbar
Terry Hogan
Hospital for Sick Children
Tracy Isaacs
J.C. Vieni Barrisers
Thom Jackman
Ross Lancaster
Terri Les
Angela Matich
Kevin McCambridge
Susan McIsaac
Aidan McQuillan
Carter Mills
Glen Morris
James Mullen
Carole Parriey
Lata Patel
Ricardo Paton
Christine Pearce
Cassie Pickersgill
Joan Rempel
Howard Revin
John Robertson
Jyoti Sanwalka
David Scott
John Sotiriadis
Paul Sullivan
Christine Temple
Jason Toledano
Lori Toledano
Wendy Toomey
Jack Tsui
Linda Tuerke
Don Williams
Edith J. Woodbridge
Noele Wrycraft
Denny Young
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2 Surrey Place
Toronto, ON, M5S 2C2
416-925-5141

info@surreyplace.on.ca
www.surreyplace.on.ca

